Genome-wide scan to identify quantitative trait loci for baseline resting heart rate and its response to endurance exercise training: the HERITAGE Family Study.
Evidence of a genetic component for resting heart rate (RHR) has been found. Quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for baseline RHR have been reported, but not for RHR training response. It is of interest to identify QTLs that may harbor genes influencing RHR variation at baseline and in response to regular exercise training. Here, a multipoint variance components linkage scan using 654 markers was performed to search for QTLs that influence RHR adjusted for several covariates at baseline and in response to 20 weeks of endurance training (post-training minus baseline) in 99 White and 127 Black families in the HERITAGE Family Study. Potentially interesting linkages were revealed on 4 q and 11 p for baseline RHR, and on 1 q and 21 q for RHR training response in Whites. The QTLs on 2 q, 6 q, 7 q, 12 q, 14 q, and 15 q for baseline RHR, and on 3 p, 20 p and 21 q for RHR training response were found in Blacks. Promising linkages (lod scores >or= 1.75, p <or= 0.0023) involved 11 p for baseline RHR in Whites and 3 p for RHR training response in Blacks, which did not replicate across races. Interestingly in this study, the linkage evidence on 11 p at the SUR locus was somewhat enhanced (lod score went up from 1.7 to 2.0) in a prehypertensive (BP >or= 135/80 mm Hg) subset of 40 White families suggesting a pleiotropic gene for BP and RHR with interactions. In conclusion, among QTLs on 1 q, 2 p, 3 p, 4 q, and 11 p that replicated across subsamples and studies, 11 p is most promising for dense mapping and association studies in HERITAGE and other cohorts.